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Federalism and the Making of America 2017-09-14
though americans rarely appreciate it federalism has profoundly shaped their nation s past
present and future federalism the division of government authority between the national
government and the states affects the prosperity security and daily life of every american
some of the most spectacular political conflicts in american history have been fought on the
battlefield of federalism including states rights to leave the union government power to
regulate business and responses to the problems of race poverty pollution abortion and gay
rights in the second edition of this nuanced and comprehensive text david brian robertson
shows that past choices shape present circumstances and that a deep understanding of american
government public policy political processes and society requires an understanding of the key
steps in federalism s evolution in american history new to the second edition emphasizes that
federalism is a battleground that shapes every life inamerica extensively revised and updated
including new coverage of recent controversies like ferguson immigration climate change
obamacare gay rights the minimum wage political polarization voter identification fracking and
marijuana legalization brings together the newest developments in history political science
law and related disciplines to show how federalism influences government and politics today
includes chapter opening vignettes that deal with contemporary cases and policy challenges

Debating Federalism 2018-11-21
this reader includes documents selected to show the tension between federalism and
concentrated sovereignty throughout american history the book is accompanied by an
introductory essay and additional annotations and the editors argue that federalism was the
founding fathers intended political system

Federalism 1997
federalism the australian experience offers readers a first hand insight into one of the
oldest federations in the world by an australian expert prof cheryl saunders the australian
constitution is approaching its centenary and it is expected that students of political
science constitutional law fiscal federalism and practitioners will in the years to come show
a growing interest in how the constitution and practice are adapting to the demands of the
21st century from a south african point of view studies on australian federalism have been
somewhat neglected over the years this is unfortunate and we hope that this publication will
generate more interest in the subject some of the issues that could be of interest to south
african researchers are for instance the treatment of indigenous people and efforts to
accommodate their demands for land the operation of the commonwealth grants commission and its
impact on policy and the functioning of intergovernmental relations between the federal and
state governments and also between state and local governments and between state governments
themselves

Advanced Introduction to Federalism 2024-04-12
this timely advanced introduction explores federalism as a subject of intellectual inquiry
discussion and debate alain g gagnon and arjun tremblay examine the role federalism can play
in achieving fairness justice and equality as well as the impact it can have on the survival
of political systems

Federalism 2014-09-25
this book provides a comprehensive and detailed examination of the successes and failures of
federalism in a diverse range of multi ethnic polities and societies it offers excellent
coverage of the experiences of a wide range of contemporary states with specially commissioned
contributions from established authorities an introductory chapter introduces the reader to
the nature of federations the political philosophies that underpin federalism the
characteristics of federal formations and highlights some of the theories as to why this
system of government has failed in some cases to provide ethno regional stability a concluding
chapter draws upon the findings and examines the prospects for federalism in the light of the
acceleration towards greater economic interdependency and local political fragmentation in the
post cold war world
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Federalism 1995
decentralism of political power to regions and local government occurs worldwide in response
to demands from the periphery such devolution of power raises a number of problems political
financial and legal by gathering together important papers from a series of workshops
sponsored by the sns constitutional project and the center for european integration studies
this volume presents a number of these problems from a truly interdisciplinary perspective the
authors believe that fiscal federalism while originating in formally federal states is
relevant also to the analysis of state local relationships in unitary states with some degree
of regional or local authority among the topics they cover are the division of
responsibilities and powers of taxation bailouts systems of equalization and state grants as
well as problems related to democracy and citizens rights while the book s primary focus is
nordic its international perspective is enhanced by contributions from europe canada and the u
s

Federalism and Regionalism in Germany 1971
this extensive revision of the landmark leading constitutional decisions brings together
recent charter cases with the classical cases on the canadian constitution an introductory
essay traces the evolution and distinctive features of judicial review in canada and includes
references to the constitution act 1982 and the important changes resulting from it

Fiscal Federalism in Unitary States 2004
this comprehensive scholarly book on comparative federalism and the covid 19 pandemic is
written by some of the world s leading federal scholars and national experts the covid 19
pandemic presented an unprecedented emergency for countries worldwide including all those with
a federal or hybrid federal system of government which account for more than 40 per cent of
the world s population with case studies from 19 federal countries this book explores the core
elements of federalism that came to the fore in combatting the pandemic the division of
responsibilities disaster management health care social welfare and education the need for
centralisation and intergovernmental relations and cooperation as the pandemic struck federal
countries at roughly the same time it provided a unique opportunity for comparative research
on the question of how the various federal systems responded the authors adopt a
multidisciplinary approach to question whether federalism has been a help or a hindrance in
tackling the pandemic the value of the book lies in understanding how the covid 19 pandemic
affected federal dynamics and how it may have changed them as well as providing useful lessons
for how to combat such pandemics in federal countries in the future this book will be of great
interest to students and scholars of politics and international relations comparative
federalism health care and disaster management the open access version of this book available
at taylorfrancis com has been made available under a creative commons attribution non
commercial no derivatives 4 0 license

Federalism 1992
the european union is facing today the greatest crisis since its creation brexit could mean
not only the reversal of its steady enlargement from 6 to 28 member states but also the
beginning of an inexorable decline leading to its disintegration however few today seem to
recollect that it was precisely the british who were the first to promulgate the political
culture which inspired the european union s construction democracy and federalism and the
first who tried to realise in june 1940 a european federation on the basis of an anglo french
union this volume traces the fundamental stages of the european unification process placing it
in relation to the wider process of world economic and political integration in particular it
analyses the historical significance of the european revolution which is identified in the
overcoming of the nation state namely the modern political formula which institutionalised the
political division of mankind and the birth of the first truly international state the
universal historical significance of the european revolution lies in its exportability as for
the other great european revolutions and therefore its potential as progressively extensible
to all the states of the planet europe was indeed the first region of the world where the
barriers between national states fell and a post national political identity emerged
complementary to national political identities it is in fact in the context of the european
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union that democracy beyond the borders of the nation state has first been realized
constituting a guiding principle for global governance

Federalism and the Charter 1989-07-15
the time is ripe to revisit canada s past and redress its historical wrongs yet in our urgency
to imagine roads to reconciliation with indigenous peoples it is important to keep in sight
the many other forms of diversity that canadian federalism has historically been designed to
accommodate or could also reflect more effectively canadian federalism and its future brings
together international experts to assess four fundamental institutions bicameralism the
judiciary as arbiter of the federal deal the electoral system and party politics and
intergovernmental relations the contributors use comparative and critical lenses to appraise
the repercussions of these four dimensions of canadian federalism on key actors including
member states constitutive units internal nations indigenous peoples and linguistic minorities
pursuing the work of the constitutions that shaped us 2015 and the quebec conference of 1864
2018 this third volume is a testimony to canada s successes and failures in constitutional
design reflecting on the cultural pluralism inherent in this country canadian federalism and
its future offers thought provoking lessons for a world in search of concrete institutional
solutions within and beyond the traditional nation state

Comparative Federalism and Covid-19 2022
master s thesis from the year 2015 in the subject politics international politics topic
miscellaneous grade 16 20 university of antwerp course federalism language english abstract in
literature easton s conception of diffuse support is a key concept in evaluating the
institutional design and structural mechanisms of a political system based on citizen
attitudes nevertheless diffuse support as a concept remains a challenge to operationalise the
political system of belgian federalism as such would be served with a custom measure of
diffuse support the federal system in belgium is praised by political scientists for its
consensus building mechanisms to appease political conflicts between the regions and language
communities yet the cultural and political separateness between flanders and wallonia still
remains considering the seeming lack of agreement between political elites and difficult
decision making in recent belgian history and the federal elections of 2019 having the most
volatile electoral outcomes in long time a study examining the level of support belgian
citizens have towards the belgian federal system and how diffuse support is potentially
affected by the regional separateness would be relevant by constructing a model step by step
with support for the division of competences between the federal and regional levels as an
indicator for diffuse support and several other predictors of political attitudes we
demonstrate that levels of support for the division of competences is significantly lower in
flanders although levels of support still are appropriate in both regions albeit we did not
succeed in determining our measure of support for division of competences being a valid
indicator for diffuse support

Democracy, Federalism, the European Revolution, and Global
Governance 2020-06-10
first published in 1931 the problem of federalism provides a comprehensive and critical survey
of the historical development and practical application of the idea of federalism as a form of
state organisation the author explores federal ideas from the eighteenth up until the early
twentieth century this extensive study will be useful to students of politics and philosophy

Canadian Federalism and Its Future 2020-09-23
this book shines a light on the still unexplored relationships between federalism and
disability rights it investigates how the un convention on the rights of persons with
disabilities crpd is implemented by different federal systems around the world it analyses the
effects that the obligations undertaken under the crpd have on federal governance and on the
constitutional division of powers within 14 federal systems including those in germany canada
brazil india the uk and italy the book also considers the trends and patterns of disability
rights governance in federal systems and looks at the future developments of comparative
disability federalism
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How does Support for Belgian Federalism differ between
Flanders and Wallonia? 2020-08-19
as environmental national security and technological challenges push american law into ever
more inter jurisdictional territory this book proposes a model of balanced federalism that
mediates between competing federalism values and provides greater guidance for regulatory
decision making

The Problem of Federalism 2019-11-19
first published in french in 2006 le fédéralisme canadien contemporain was immediately
recognised as the most comprehensive collection of reflections on canadian federalism by
leading québécois scholars this remarkable translation of a range of québécois voices makes
their insightful and underrepresented perspectives available to english language audiences
offering alternative views of the canadian federal model s realities by covering its
foundations traditions and institutions contemporary canadian federalism considers the ways in
which federalism relates to issues such as regionalism multiculturalism rights and freedoms
financial distribution and public policy filled with stimulating work that bridges the gap
between distinctive traditions in english and french canadian scholarship on federalism this
important volume is required reading for understanding provincial federal relations and
canadian governance

Federalism and the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
2023-07-13
nigeria as a federal republic is made up of thirty six states although the practice of
federalism has been called into question by critics who believed that the federal government
is imposing her free will over the component states with disregard to their sovereignty
despite the framers intent in providing the country with a constitution that promulgated
shared responsibilities to each levels of government that are embedded with power sharing
revenue allocation maintenance of public order and fiscal federalism however the attitude and
involvement of ruling political powers with ties to the central or state governments
influences policies decision making which may be contradictory to the system of nigeria
federalism this book focused on the historical philosophy of nigeria and her problems
prospects of the nigerian federalism the politics of ethnicity and diversity as a framework of
the british colonialists and the framers visions for a unified federalized state the military
model of governance was largely ignored in this book to strictly focus its intent on the
democratic intergovernmental federalism in nigeria as intended by the framers in drafting a
true democracy for nigeria nigerian federalism is a system of government that is democratic to
its core the framers believed that leadership is always the way forward and in drafting the
constitution they placed the impact and quality of leadership integrity honesty commitment and
competency as the criterion for a strong and innovative nation

Federalism and the Tug of War Within 2012-01-12
the global promise of federalism honours the life and work of richard simeon one of canada s
foremost experts on federalism it features a group of distinguished scholars of federalism
from canada and abroad who take up some of the fundamental questions at the heart of both
simeon s work and contemporary debates does federalism foster democracy can it help bring
together divided societies how do federations evolve and adapt to changing circumstances in
the course of answering these questions the chapters in this collection offer a comparative
perspective on the challenges and opportunities facing well established federations such as
canada and australia as well as new federal and quasi federal systems in europe africa and
asia they examine the interplay between federal values such as trust and mutual recognition
and institutional design the challenges facing post conflict federations and the adaptability
of federal systems in the face of changing social economic and cultural contexts

Contemporary Canadian Federalism 2009-06-06
this book explores new avenues of international research in comparative federal studies it re
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examines the conceptual tools and methodologies for understanding federal systems and the role
of comparative federalism in the dissemination and implementation of federal concepts it
highlights the influence of comparative federalism on constitution making as well as
constitutional reforms the volume provides innovative and pragmatic perspectives from both the
global north and the global south with case studies drawn from established federations such as
india canada australia and austria and emerging federal systems such as italy and south africa
advocating a combined approach that integrates modern and traditional theoretical routes with
practical insights and contemporary analyses it discusses the issues of multilevel elections
and federal governance coalition governments and multiparty democracy in parliamentary federal
systems such as india minority empowerment gender budgeting self governance multinational
federalism unitary states the nation state and degenerating federalism it also breaks new
ground by looking at federalism from a gender perspective and deals with tools for measuring
fiscal responsibility and a social and cultural index a tribute to the intellectual legacy of
ronald l watts this volume will be useful to scholars and researchers of political science
federalism comparative federal studies political studies comparative politics governance
public administration and law development studies south asian studies and global south and
north studies as well policymakers international government bodies research institutes
development experts and other organisations working in the area

The Practice of Nigerian Federalism 2012-03-14
how are foreign relations constitutionally structured in federal unions how does the foreign
affairs constitution of the european union itself a federal union in all but name compare to
that of other federal unions foreign relations federalism the eu in comparative perspective
addresses these questions it offers a comparative analysis of the constitutional framework in
which foreign relations are conducted in four federal unions the united states canada belgium
and the european union the eu takes up a special position in the book over a decade since the
treaty of lisbon entered into force the eu s foreign affairs constitution continues to evolve
new institutional practices emerge and cases continue to be brought before the court of
justice of the european union the pace of constitutional change is fast and there is a
sustained need for critical and constructive legal analysis of that change by comparing the
constitutional experience of the eu to that of other federal unions foreign relations
federalism contributes to fulfilling this need it is a must read for anyone interested in the
eu s constitutional development the role of the eu in foreign affairs and the constitutional
treatment of foreign relations in federal unions other than the eu

A Framework for Studying the Controversy Concerning the
Federal Courts and Federalism 1986
laselva offers a compelling reconsideration of confederation and of the pivotal role of george
etienne cartier one of the fathers of confederation in both the achievement of confederation
and the creation of a distinctively canadian federalist theory

The Global Promise of Federalism 2013-12-31
this is a thoughtful well organized review of a subject of ever increasing importance the
resurgence of the federal idea the honourable bob rae 21st premier of ontario

The Value of Comparative Federalism 2020-11-12
the authors of this engaging book discuss whether federalism promotes or undermines rights
with emerging democracies in europe and elsewhere currently attempting to design constitutions
that combine effective government recognition of ethnic diversity within their populations and
protection of individual rights the importance of these questions cannot be overstated the
authors examine both the theoretical perspectives on the relationship between federalism and
rights and the historical and contemporary relationship between federalism and rights in the
united states the contributors to this volume analyze the u s federal system as a potential
model for contemporary constitution makers as well as explore how its system can serve as a
cautionary example sponsored by the center for the study of federalism contributors include
dorthy toth beasley irwin cotler talbolt dälemberte daniel j elazar a e dick howard gary j
jacobsohn koen lenaerts jean yarborough michael p zuckert
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Foreign Relations Federalism 2023-05-09
the infamous scramble for africa resulted in random and unlikely borders that remain today the
west partitioned territory for the sake of its short term goal of influence or mastery they
gave little thought to the long running consequences for the africans themselves this
arbitrary carving up of africa the colonial policy of divide and rule and the resultant
segmental cleavages in most post colonial african states may be blamed for the horizontal
inequalities conflicts and insecurity rampant since independence in uganda as in many other
african countries the most evident of such cleavages have been tribal and ethnic recently
there have been calls for constitutional reform that would devolve power to the tribal regions
and revive the idea of federalism which was the organizing principle in the immediate
aftermath of independence this book highlights the dynamics of ethnic politics in the post
independence sub saharan setting in general and the background meaning and relevance of the
debate on ethnic federalism in uganda in particular part of the book covers vick lukwago
ssalis own experiences growing up in an independent but troubled uganda however its central
thesis is based on the voices of selected samples of ordinary people in ten different tribal
areas of uganda and what they comparatively think about the issue of federalism is their
loyalty growing towards the centre or fading outwards from the troubled state to their
integral traditional and cultural units

The Moral Foundations of Canadian Federalism 1996
this comprehensive scholarly book on comparative federalism and the covid 19 pandemic is
written by some of the world s leading federal scholars and national experts the covid 19
pandemic presented an unprecedented emergency for countries worldwide including all those with
a federal or hybrid federal system of government which account for more than 40 per cent of
the world s population with case studies from 19 federal countries this book explores the core
elements of federalism that came to the fore in combatting the pandemic the division of
responsibilities disaster management health care social welfare and education the need for
centralisation and intergovernmental relations and cooperation as the pandemic struck federal
countries at roughly the same time it provided a unique opportunity for comparative research
on the question of how the various federal systems responded the authors adopt a
multidisciplinary approach to question whether federalism has been a help or a hindrance in
tackling the pandemic the value of the book lies in understanding how the covid 19 pandemic
affected federal dynamics and how it may have changed them as well as providing useful lessons
for how to combat such pandemics in federal countries in the future this book will be of great
interest to students and scholars of politics and international relations comparative
federalism health care and disaster management the open access version of this book available
at taylorfrancis com has been made available under a creative commons attribution non
commercial no derivatives 4 0 license

Comparative Federalism 2006-01-01
contributors provide a fascinating account of how federal countries are confronting the
traditional challenges of conflicts over division of fiscal powers while also coping with
emerging challenges of globalization and citizen empowerment arising from the information
revolution they analyze how relationships and roles in different orders of government are
being reshaped and show how local solutions inspired by global principles help strengthen
government accountability and improve the quality of life for citizens

Federalism and Rights 1996
the canadian system of federalism divides the power to govern between the central federal
parliament and the provincial and territorial legislative assemblies in what can be seen as a
double federation power is also divided culturally between english and french canada the
divisions of power and responsibility however have not remained static since 1867 the federal
language regime 1969 for example reconfigured cultural federalism generating constitutional
tension as governments sought to make institutions more representative of the country s
diversity in federalism and the constitution of canada award winning author david e smith
examines a series of royal commission and task force inquiries a succession of federal
provincial conferences and the competing and controversial terms of the constitution act of
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1982 in order to evaluate both the popular and governmental understanding of federalism in the
process smith uncovers the reasons constitutional agreement has historically proved difficult
to reach and argues that canadian federalism in practice has been more successful at
accommodating foundational change than may be immediately apparent

Power Back to the People. The Relevance of Ethnic Federalism
in Uganda 2023-01-30
this book provides a theoretical and comparative analysis of federalism and federations in
plurinational democracies examining how states with distinct peoples and communities coexist
or not through a theoretical approach to democracy and federalism and interdisciplinary
analysis of plurinationality in state organization including case studies of the uk russia
canada belgium india spain switzerland and bolivia this text assesses the possibilities and
limits of federalism as a way to recognize and accommodate multinationalism in plurinational
democracies it evaluates a range of strategies used by states to support national ethnic
linguistic or religious collectives in present day liberal democracies leading scholars in the
field evaluate the institutional and practical repercussions regarding the issue of
recognition and accommodation of national minorities in a globalised world through different
theoretical perspectives to build up a detailed picture of problems and solutions to
multinationalism looking both within and beyond the state this is an invaluable examination of
dilemmas and institutional challenges faced by many modern democracies federalism
plurinationality and democratic constitutionalism will be of interest to students researchers
and scholars of democracy nationalism federalism and constitutionalism

Comparative Federalism and Covid-19 2021-10-27
federalism in canada tells the turbulent story of shared sovereignty and divided governance
from confederation to the present time it does so with three main objectives in mind the first
objective is to convince readers that federalism is the primary animating force in canadian
politics and that it is therefore worth engaging with its complex nature and dynamic the
second objective is to bring into closer focus the contested concepts about the meaning and
operation of federalism that all along have been at the root of the divide between english
canada and quebec in particular the third objective is to give recognition to the trajectory
of canada s indigenous peoples in the context of canadian federalism from years of abusive
neglect to belated efforts of inclusion the book focuses on the constitution with its
ambiguous allocation of divided powers the pivotal role of the courts in balancing these
powers and the political leaders whose interactions oscillate between intergovernmental
conflict and cooperation this focus on executive leadership and judicial supervision is framed
by considerations of canada s regionalized political economy and cultural diversity giving
students an interesting and nuanced view of federalism in canada

The Practice of Fiscal Federalism 2007
this volume provides comprehensive coverage of fiscal federalism by some of the leading
scholars in the field this handbook is an excellent addition to the present discourse on the
role of the state in fiscal matters this reviewer would recommend this book as a required text
for a graduate or senior class on public finance or economic development researchers in
economic development public finance and fiscal policy likewise would find this volume useful
highly recommended upper division undergraduate through professional collections j raman
choice this major handbook addresses fiscal relations between different levels of government
under the general rubric of fiscal federalism providing a review of the latest literature as
well as an invaluable guide for practitioners and policy makers seeking informed policy
options the contributors include leading lights in the field many of whom have themselves made
seminal contributions to the literature comprehensive and wide in coverage the issues covered
range from federal systems to other forms of intergovernmental relations such as supra
national constructs namely the european union unitary states regional systems and more
decentralized operations including community level organizations the political economy
approach emphasizes the importance of institutional arrangements including the legal political
and administrative aspects and information flows to ensure that there are appropriate
incentives and sanctions to generate good governance this handbook also devotes attention to
emerging issues such as environmental protection the sharing of natural resources among levels
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of government corruption and the impact of federalism and decentralization on national unity
it will be a vital reference tool for the area for many years to come

Federalism and the Constitution of Canada 2010-10-30
this volume explains and evaluates australia s federal system and the options for reform from
various comparative and disciplinary perspectives

Federalism, Plurinationality and Democratic Constitutionalism
2012-02-20
first published in 1997 this volume emerged in the ongoing struggle between those favouring
centralized and those favouring decentralized government and has three goals 1 to illustrate
how theories of federalism and intergovernmental relations can provide a useful framework for
examining how to divide up the job in the health care area 2 to assess the capacity of the
states to actually implement health care policy changes 3 to weigh the merits of alternative
visions of the future roles of states and the federal government in health care policy

Federalism in Canada 2021
this book uses the political economy approach to examine the relative failure of federalism in
nigeria it shows the nexus between the political and the economic aspects of the country s
federalism the central feature of nigeria s political economy is the relationship between oil
resources and the state the author argues that the inability of the federal government to
distribute the oil wealth fairly amongst the component units contributes to the dysfunctional
character of the federal system this deficiency is rooted in the country s unbalanced
political economy which promotes over dependency on oil and consequently an over centralised
federal system the book concludes that despite its complexities federalism has become the
basis for the country s stability therefore ethno regional demands for true federalism will
continue until the political elite reform the ailing federal system

Handbook of Fiscal Federalism 2006
a review of federal and decentralised systems of governance and whether these facilitate or
hinder climate change mitigation and adaptation

The Future of Australian Federalism 2012-03-08
territorial autonomy in spain has reached a crossroads after over thirty years of development
the consensus regarding its appropriateness has started to crumble the transformation project
embodied by the reform of statute of catalonia 2006 has failed to achieve its most significant
demands although the concept of spain as a federation is disputed more within the country than
beyond the evolution of the spanish system needs to follow a markedly federalist path in this
perspective reference models assume critical importance this edition gathers the works of a
broad group of european american and spanish experts who analyse the present day challenges of
their respective systems the objective thus is to contribute ideas which might help to address
the evolution of the spanish system in the light of the experience of more established
federations this first volume analyses the challenges facing federal systems in the age of
globalisation from a global perspective it also addresses current questions and the challenges
faced today by in the sphere of the internal division of powers the most significant western
federal systems on the one hand and the spanish system of territorial autonomy on the other

Health Policy, Federalism and the American States 2019-05-23
throughout the world liberal democracies are grappling with increasing claims made in the name
of minority national socio cultural and ethno cultural identities that seek greater
recognition in the institutions of the nation state this work inserts itself into debates
centred on diversity through a normative and empirical analytical assessment of the political
sociology of multinational democracies the main thread of the arguments put forward is that
federalism in both its institutional manifestations and its sociological properties
constitutes a promising avenue for the management of cohabitating political communities and
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for the affirmation of collective identities within states that are constituted by two or more
nations author alain g gagnon develops his argument by contending that the federal principle
allows for the exercise of advanced democratic practices within nation states permitting
internal nations to openly affirm the bases of adherence to a common political project at the
same time he argues that federalism nourishes the development of distinct collective
traditions that serve to benefit all parties to the association it is concluded that only in
such a scenario will the elusive pursuit of an authentic and shared loyalty underpin
multination states and ensure their stability in contrast to the instrumental sentiments of
belonging engendered by procedural territorial federal models focusing primarily on the
canadian case this book also draws inspiration from other federal states belgium the united
states as well as federalizing states spain the united kingdom it will be of keen interest to
students and scholars of politics european studies along with nationalism and federalism
studies

The Political Economy of Federalism in Nigeria 2018-12-29
fiscal federalism refers to the division of fiscal powers powers to tax and spend between
different levels of government the european union eu is often seen as a legislative giant on
clay feet and one of the principal reasons for this feebleness is the lack of a significant
fiscal capacity at the union level eu fiscal federalism past present future explores ten
aspects of the eu s fiscal constitution relating both to the fiscal limits it imposes on
member states and the evolution of its own fiscal policy bringing together an international
and distinguished group of scholars this volume analyses the different legal dimensions of
fiscal federalism within the eu from the various aspects of the single market free movement
banking union state aid tax harmonisation to the eu s budget and economic and monetary union
the essays provide a fascinating overview of the topic as well as a detailed analysis of where
eu fiscal federalism stands today and how it might develop in the future sweeping and thorough
eu fiscal federalism addresses topics vital to maintaining and strengthening the union s
fiscal capabilities it will appeal to academics and students of european union law and
political economy as well as european policymakers

Climate Governance and Federalism 2023-04-30

The Ways of Federalism in Western Countries and the Horizons
of Territorial Autonomy in Spain 2013-05-09

The Case for Multinational Federalism 2009-09-10

EU Fiscal Federalism 2023-08-31
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